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About This Game

The story puts you in James Sullivan's shoes. A programmer at Red Zone 44 Security Inc. His main job at the company is to
develop firewall algorithms to ensure the security of the clients servers. James is fascinated by numerology and has developed an

obsession for various numbers and their meaning.

Due to his job, someone decides to change his life forever by forcing him to reconsider his priorities and the important things in
his life. Play as James as you try to survive and return to your normal life as a changed person. But what if you can't? Is

everything you accomplished gone forever?
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Title: Legend of Miro
Genre: Adventure, Indie, RPG
Developer:
VisualPath, IndieVision Studio
Publisher:
VisualPath
Release Date: 22 Aug, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 10

Processor: 2.0 GHz Dual Core or better

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: 1 GB Video RAM, Shader model 3.0 or better

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 500 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX Compatible

Additional Notes: Integrated Graphic Cards may require additional memory.
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Interesting "game." More like a movie. You just watch the events fold out from different perspectives. The only game part is
trying to collect hidden objects and find a couple secrets. Also, VR doesn't add much. There's no reason to play in VR. I had
fun, but I wouldn't pay full price.. Awesome game. If you are incredibly drunk or incredibly high RIGHT NOW, and this game
is on sale, then this might be the game for you.. Bought this because I played the original Deathtrack back in the 80's. Had way
more fun then. Handling of cars are dreadful.. The is a pleasent little game with a simple storyline. Graphics are good and I did
not encounter any bugs, Well worth the money spent and I would probably enjoy seeing more from this developer. If you can
get it at 85% off, like I did, it might be slightly above worth purchasing but lower your expectations. Lots of easter eggish stuff
but amateurish feel and, subjectively, pretentious dialogue galore. Not to say it was all bad but but it didn't really entertain me.
Felt more like a chore. (Sunk cost phallacy. Since i bought it i should finish it). For the love of satans left testicle, make the
airship ride a fourth as long or put♥♥♥♥♥♥in there to do. . New area involves a lot of platforming, and is flooded with
enemies who fly and thus do not have to obey the platforming. Some of the platform alignments require a lot of precision to get
through, yet are filled with flying enemies that will ram into you as you do it; and you can't stop to fight them since the
platforms are quickly disappearing.

Enemies often will camp near platforms in places where you cannot shoot them ahead of time. You literally have to get hit by
them because there is no opportunity to shoot them before you reach the platform and they will hit you as you reach said
platform. You cannot even react to it, since they attack you immediately before you've even gotten on solid ground where you
could jump up again to shoot them. Only had to play through the new maps once to encounter this.

On a lot of the maps there is a bottom area where you fall to if you miss the platforms. The bottom area is literally empty of
threats. So you just have to jump down there and skip the entire level.

Of course the new maps are flooded with enemies that fly and can attack you at any angle, in a game where you can only attack
from two angles. They all start above you, so you cannot jump on them.

The new head helps to counter the flying enemies, but it only has two health. So if you want to have a way to counter the poor
game design, you have to handicap yourself. And the head is mainly only useful in this one area, where a large amount of flying
enemies that start above you are. In almost every other area, the flying enemies are either below you or are not much of a threat;
so the head is useless.

New weapon seems to only deal damage to enemies when it hits the ground and explodes. Yet another piece of gimmick
equipment that is generally more of a handicap then a benefit.

New maps are obnoxious and poorly constructed, new items are imbalanced and tedious. Pretty consistent with the design
quality of the main game. Definately glad I completed it long before this content came out, as this would of made the experience
even more abrasive and artificially difficult.. 10/10 would get frustrated again. Good game completely ruined by turning issues..
Underappreciated Gem
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I do not recognize the characters, so they must be from one of the animation series or the graphic novels. Even so, this pack
adds new characters to the base game, which is nice. This pack is included in the season pass.. Disclaimer: Reviewed using press
copy

A wise man once said, "The goal of our lives...to fill holes."

Powerful, and true, like pre-plastic Pamela Anderson.

This game is definitely full of bugs and runs absolutely awful, but I haven't played a decent construction sim since like
demolition company in 2012

I had fun with this! The first mission just pushing stuff into a hole is basically the best parks & recreation simulator I've ever
played. I tried getting the super big pole into the hole but I knew it wouldn't fit, unfortunately some glitchy stuff happened and it
got stuck which sucked. There were 2 poles but if 1 was so much work I didn't even wanna try both.

moral of the story just try to fill your holes with whatever and enjoy the experience, construction sites are hot and hard when
you're by yourself. if you guys have any tips on getting the big towering rusty pole (or both!!) into the first hole leave a
comment! <3 xoxoxo

3 out of 5.

also there's a settings config launch option from within steam, click around in that it might fix some issues.. It was quite soulful
story.. the pirate level keeps on freezing and won,t let me play the pirate level
pls fix otherwise it is a fun game.. What can I say? I love this series!

As a Pro Wrestling fan and a text-sim nerd, this is the best of both worlds. Run your own promotion, book the matches, handle
contracts, write angles and promos, etc. etc.

This is for Mr. Adam Ryland: You know what I'm gonna ask next. Gimme Gimme TEW 2013 on Steam! Pretty Please? :p

. "you looked like you were just trying to do yoga and satan was bugging you"

. IT ALWAYS CRASHES AND TAKES UP NEEDED SPACE. After playing Company of Heroes 2 i can say without a doubt
that this mod is extremely frustrating. It's not the developers fault or a issue in the mod its self but when playing a WW1 game,
you realize that some vehicles and weapons havent been invented yet and you have to make due with what you have at your
disposal. This mod teaches you that you cant rely on huge tanks and air support to save you in a tight spot and the creators
demostrate this very efficienlty. If play games like Company of Heroes 1 and 2, i highly recommend playing this as well..
playing this game involves slinging slightly magnetic balls around a cube that you rotate with your mouse. Mastering this game
involves being able to do this with dozens of balls at once and then collecting them on different sides of the cube, with the early
catches flopping around and falling off as you rotate to catch the later ones. All with a time limit.

Most painful, awkward controls I've probably ever played.
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